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AT PULSED SPALLATI()N SOURCES
i

P. A. SEE(iF.Rand R. P. H.IELM, JR.

Manuel Lujan Jr. Neutron Scattering ('enter

Los Alamos National Lahorat0ry

Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

Abstract

The importance of small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) in biological, chemical,

physical, and engineering research mandates that ali intense neutron sources be equipped

with SANS instruments. Four existing instruments are described, and the general differences

between pulsed-source and reactor-based instrument designs are discussed. ]"he basic

geometries are identical, but dynamic range is achieved by using a broad band of wavelengths

(with time-of-flight analysis) rather than by moving the detector. This allows a more

optimized collimation system. Data acquisition requirements at a pulsed source are mol'e

severe, requiring large, fast histogramming memories. Data reduction is also more complex,

as ali wavelength-dependent and angle-dependent backgrounds and non-linearities must be

accounted for before data can be transformed to intensity vs. Q. A comparison is shown

between the Los Alamos pulsed instrument and D-I 1 (Institute Laue-Langevin), and

examples from the four major topics of the conference are shown. The general conclusion is

that reactor-based instruments remain superior at very low Q or if only a narrow range of Q is

required, but that *.hecurrent generation of pulsed-source instruments is competitive at

moderate Q and may be faster when a wide range of Q is required. In principle, a user should

choose which facility to use on the basis of optimizing tile experiment; in practice the

tradeoffs are not severe and the choice is usually made on the basis of availability.



I. Introduction _

Snl_lll-_lngle scattering of neutrons _lntt X-r_l,,s h_ls proven to he zln iml_ort_tnt rneth¢_¢l

of probing structures on length scales of tens to hundreds of ,_ngstroms; the fact th_tt this is

the eighth conference of this series devoted to the techniques of small-angle scattering z_ttc,,t,,

to that importance. The diversity of scientific fields addressed in these proceedings_

including biological structures, polymer conformation anti thermodynamics, colloid structt_re.

metallurgy, critical phenomena, etc.--further emphasizes the importance. The resulting

demand for beam time (especially for neutrons, which are only available at large facilities)

has led to the development of small-angle scattering instruments at a variety of sources,

including pulsed spallation neutron sources. This report deals only with neutron small-_tngle

scattering (SANS), and specifically with the four existing instruments at pulsed spallation

SOtl rees.

The time-of-flight (TOF) technique, made easy by the pulsed nature of the source, is

essential in order to achieve adequate count rates by using as much of the low-energy neutr_n

spectrum as possible. There are however outstanding problems in data handling, because

;_pproximations used in data reduction at reactors do not necessarily work in TOF

instruments. Considerable progress has been made in resolving these questions, so th;_t d_tta

rates and quality at high-flux spallation sources are now corr.parable to those at high-flux

reactor sources. The issues associated with TOF-SANS instruments are important: first, the,,

require a careful look at the assumptions associated with the reduction of SANS data in

general; second, the use of TOF may also be beneficial at reactor sources; and third, present

political and economic realities make it likely that new neutron sources will be of the pulsed

spaliation type. Thus the application of TOF to SANS will be of increasing importance.

There are special considerations required for using TOF, described in the follo,,_,ing

section. Section III reviews existing instruments with emphasis on how the design concepts of

SANS using TOF differ from monochromatic sources. Data acquisition and reduction _re

more complex than at reactors, as discussed in detail in section IV; section V gives a tletz_iletl
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example and compares restllts with those frc_ma reactor SANS. Finally a ntimher _1'

examples from the II.OSAlamos instrument are shown.
, ......

II. Special Considerations for the Time-Of¼Flight Method

The design and use of SANS at spallation sources must take account of the

characteristics of the TOF method, in which the time of flight t: from the source pulse to the

detector is used to tag cacti recorded neutron with its wavelength x by the relation

h t

_' -- Mn (LI+L2) ' (l)

where h/Mn = 0.1)1)3956,,_-m-s-1 is Planck's constant over the neutron mass, and ['l_+r'2. is

the total length of the instrument. A limit on the length, is imposed by the "frame overlap"

condition; i.e., the wavelength for which the flight time is equal to the time between source

' pulses. The contributions to the variance of the momentum transfer (O) due to the spread (_f

escape times from the moderator and due to the binning of time into discrete slices in the datai

acquisition system are generally much smaller than the corresponding term for velocity

selectors or monochromators.

The neutron spectrum at spallation sources is hotter than at reactors because the

moderators used must be thinner to preserve good pulse characteristics. This makes the

instruments most useful in the large- and mid-(} ranges. The greatest advantage of a pulsed

source is its ability to use the broad spectrum to achieve a large dynamic range in O with a

single geometry of the instrument. The second major advantage also follows from the fi\ed

geometry, broad-band nature of the data recording: decisions concerning tradeoffs between

intensity and precision in O can be made after the experiment is completed, and data

reduction can be optimized to fit the requirements of the analysis.

Several disadvantages must be dealt with, however. 1) Limitations on instrument

length make very low-O measurements reliant on long wavelength neutrons, but the

undermoderated sources have relatively low flux in this region. Further, multiple scattering
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associated with the large cross sections at long wavelengths can introduce addition_tl

problems, ln._truments at high flux reactors may be more appropriate at very low Q, alth_ugh

Q as _mali as ().0()2/_-i has been demonstrated on TOF instruments for strong _catterers

(Seeger, Hjeim, and Nutter 1990). 2) The brightness of the ._ource at high neutron energies,

the presence of _,-radiation associated with spallation, and high instantaneous data rate_ can

overwhelm standard gas detectors. Thus the ultimate potential of these instruments cannot

be reached without further developments in detector technology (Convert and Forsyth 1083).

Filters, choppers, and bent bean_ guides can be used to reduce some of these problems. 3)

Breakdown of the quasi-elastic assumption inherent in SANS data analysis potentially give,_

rise to extreme difficulties in a TOF instrument, particularly in materials with a high density

of states in the energy range of the incident neutron beam (Hjelm 1988). 4) The data sets are

taken in three dimensions, and thus can be extremely large, necessitating the use of high

speed processors an+_'computers for data transfer and reduction. Special software packages

must be provided (Hjelm and Seeger, 1989) to assist the user in reducing the data to a simple

form suitable for analysis. The process of data t'eduction will be discussed in section IV.

III. A Survey of Existing Pulsed-Source Instruments

The instruments themselves are quite similar to reactor-based instrumentsi for which

many articies concerning design concepts have been published. Issues associated with the

design of pulsed-source instruments have been described by Crawford and Carpenter (108_).

Other reports dealing with specific instruments include Borso, Carpenter, Williamson,

Holmblad, Mueller, Faber, Epperson, and Danyluk (1982); Seeger, Williams, and Trewhella

( 1986): lshikawa, Furusaka, Niimura, Aral, and Hasegawa (1986); Heenan ( 1987): Hjelrn

( 1988); and Seeger et al. (1990).

Table I lists some characteristics of the Low-Q Diffractometer (LOQ) at ISIS

(Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK), the Low-Q Diffractometer (LQD) at LANSCE (l.t_,,

Alamos National Laboratory, USA), the Small-Angle Diffractometer (SAD) at IPNS



PULSED-SOURCE SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON INSTRUMENTS

LOQ LQD SAD SAN

Name Low-QDiffractometer Low-Q Diffractometer Small-Angle Small-Angle Neutron
Dlffractometer Instrument

Location Rutherford-Appleton LosAlamos National Argonne National National Laboratory
laboratory, U.K. Laboratory, U.S.A. Laboratory, U.S.A. for High-Energy

Physics, Japan

Contact R. Heenan P. Seeger E. Epperson M. Furusaka
R. Hjelm P. Thiyagarajan

,k 2--10 A 0.2--15 A 0.5--14 A 3--11 A

A_/_ 2% 16% <5% - 2%

L 11.1 m 8.40 m 7.5 m 19 m1

L2 4.4 m 4.32 m 1.5 m 1--5 m

BeamSize 8 mm C_ 9 mm csor 12x12 mm2
2

(typical) 22x22 mm

Detector BF3 Leti 3He Ris_ 3He Ordela multiple linear 3He

2 2 2
Size 64x64 cm 59 cm _ 19x19 cm 60x62 cm

A8 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.002

Q Range 0.006--0.22 A-1 0.003---015A-1 0.005---0,35 A-1 0.003--4 ,&,-1

Flux - 105 n/cm2/s - 105 n/cm2/s ~ 105 n/cm2/s - 105 n/cm2/s



(Argonne National l...ahoratory, I_SA), and the Small-Angle Neutron Scattering in_,trument

(SAN) at KENS (National [.ahoratory for High-Energy Physics,Japan). The numher_ in _he

table may represent typical, average, or approximate values, and are not intended for

intercomparison of the instruments. They may he compared in general with reactor-ba_ed

instruments, as tabulated in a recent report from Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(McEihaney and Vandermolen log0),

The first issue in instrument design is the target-reflector system and the moden_tc)r.

Cryogenic hydrogenous moderators are used to shift the neutron energy spectrum to a more

useful wavelength range. Moderators for TOF must be thin so that pulse width of emitted

neutrons is narrow enough to provide adequate time resolution, The resulting

undermoderated spectrum hasa large epithermal component, However, time resolution is

not so important for SANS, as the overall resolution is dominated by geometric factors.

Specialized moderators for low-Q measurements would sacrifice time resolution to obtain

higher intensities at long wavelengths. Work on moderator design is in progress at KENS and

at LANSCE (Kiyanagi and Watanabe 1990;Russell 199[)),and future instrunlents v,,ill

undoubtedly see improved performance, The need to have a specialized moderator for SANS

at a pulsed source contrasts with reactors, where the same moderator serves very different

types of instruments.

Another source-related issue is the initial incident flux of hot neutrons and -_-radiation.

This hot component will interact in the collimation, shielding, and with the sample itself,

eventually moderating and producing a background at later times in the detector. Target and

moderator design, such as the flux-trap arrangement at the LANSCE source (Russell,

Gilmore, Robinson, Legate, Bridge, Sanchez, Brewton, Woods, and Hughes 1989), can

mitigate this problem, but other strategies are required to reduce the hot component to a level

which doesn't interfere with measurements. For example, LOO usesa beam bender with a

cutoff wavelength of 2 ,_ to remove the instrument from the line of sight of the !,ource

(Heenan 1987). On LQD and SAD, cold single-crystal MgO filters are used to remove
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neutrons below about 1/_ (Epperson, Worcester, Thiyagarajan, Klippert, Crawford, and

Carpenter 1987). A chopper may also be used to absorb the initial pulse. Removal of the hot

component improves detector response, reduces effects of inelastic events in the sample

(Hjeim 1988), and improves collimation by reducing the probability of penetration or

scattering in the collimator materials. These are not issues at reactor sources because

monochromatization removes the high-energy component.

Collimation may be by pinholes (LOQ and LQD) or by multiple converging soller slit

assemblies (SAD and SAN). Another possibility is a multiple pinhole system, with

intermediate beam scrapers to prevent cross talk (Glinka, Rowe, and LaRock 1986; Seeger

1986). Maximizing intensity for a given angular variance at the detector(or minimizing the

variance for a fixed intensity) leads with complete generality to the criterion that the sizes of

apertures must be proportional to the distance from the detector; i.e., ali dimensions of the

collimator converge to a point at the detector (Seeger 1980; Mildner and Carpenter 1984).

Fixed collimation thus suggests a fixed detector location; dynamic range is achieved by using a

wide wavelength band. This allows the full range to be measured in a single instrument

configuration. The SAN has a moveable detector, which is optimized at 5 m, and alto several

individual detectors at wide angles to extend its dynamic range even more. The detector on

SAD may be moved off-axis to extend its dynamic range .and improve precision at a given Q

(Hjelm 1987, 1988).

From Liouville's theorem (conservation of phase-space density), variance and intensity

remain constant as the instrument length is changed if ali other dimensions scale

proportionally (Seeger 1986). Since the detector resolution contributes a term to the angular

variance which does not scale, longer flight paths are preferred, up to the point at which the

full extent of the source is being viewed or (in the case of pulsed instruments only) to the

point where frame overlap truncates the desired wavelength range. Since the individual

apertures of soller collimators are quite small, the collimator can be much shorter than a

pinhole system, alleviating the frame overlap problem. However, extreme care must be used
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in choo.,,ingand fabricating the ah._orbingplate_, _ince reflection l)robahility increa:;e.,,_t_x2

(Crawford, El)person , and Thiyagarajan 1989). The L(-)Q and SAN instruments include

mechanical choppers to absorb alternate beam pulses and double the frame width (and range

of x). Soller or multiple-aperture collimators increase total neutron current by increasing the

available sample _rea, up to the limit at which the entire surface of the moderator is being

vle,,ved.

Another feature of long flight times is the effect of gravity. In 50 ms, a neutron fitll._

12 mm, no long-wavelength (slow) neutrons follow arched trajectories through the

instrument. For a monochromatic source the detector can be positioned where the beam is'

for a white source the beam center changes with time of flight. On LQD, the exit aperture of

the collimator is accelerated upward during each beam pulse so that the trajectories always

converge to the center of the detector; this is called "dynamic gravity focusing" (Seeger et al.

1990).

Detectors for TOF instruments are identical to those used at reactors. There is a

problem in that standard position-sensitive 3He (or BF3) detectors with traditional encoding

schemes cannot handle the high instantaneous data rates of some experiments. Collimation

must be stopped down for some strong scatterers, aqd (at least in the case of LQD) a live-time

correction is required for all transmitted-beam measurements. Other detector problem_

include recovery from the initial high-energy pulse, and generally low efficiency at the

sho_test wavelengths recorded. These problems must be solved for the full potentia[ of

spallation sources to be realized. Anger cameras using 6Li-doped scintillator _lass are a

possibility, but novel position-encoding Schemes (e.g., Seeger 1984) must be developed to he

able to make use of the intrinsically faster counting capability. Also, scintillators have an

unfortunately high sensitivity to _-radiation.

The final entries in Table I, flux, can not be compared to reactors (or even to each

other) because the "quality" (or information content per neutron) is different on every



in_,trument. 'File pctint of including the _rder-_f-magnitude estimate is to ,,l_owthat the ti_nc-

averaged neutron current at pulsed sources is quite low. t,o that no neutrons ma)be wasted.

IV. Data Acquisition and Reduction

Figure 1 illustrates schematically both the mechanical simplicity and the electr¢_nic

complexity of the LQD (henceforth taken to be "typical" of pulsed-source i_lstruments). Note
i

specifically that the neutron position within the detector is digitized (in hardware) and pzt,,,,ed

directly to a histogramming memory (in a Fastbus crate) withotLt use of an,, computer. This

allows an instantaneous rate l_imited only by the detector encoding. The detector is digitized

to 128x128 cells in as many as 256 time .slices, so the maximum memory size for LoD ix

128x128x256 3-bytewords or 12 Mbyte. A computer has access to this memory in real time to

provide displays as the data accumulate and also to compress and transfer data to the facility-

',vide archive. Ali data are preserved for every data run so that tradeoffs,between resolution

and'intensity can be made during data reduction• The computer is part of an extensive

network giving access and color graphics at remote locations.

Even if the histogram could be displayed as a function of three variables, it would not

usually be meaningful; it must be reduced to a function of two (e.g., X-Y or R-t) or one

variables, and eventually to scattering as a function of Q in 2- or 1-dimensions. The most

direct rendition available in real time is a map of the detector summed over a few' time slices:

fig. 2 is such a plot for a sample of C12E(, (n-dodecylhexaoxyethylene glycol monoether) lr, a

lamellar phase. High-contrast colors are used to represent count rates per detector cell x_i'th zt

squa.re-root intensity .scale. This plot can be provided in real time and updated on demand.

Radial averages may also be taken, and an approximate Q-scal_e can be generated

corresponding to the mean wavelength of the chosen time slices. One-dimensional plot_, of

the sum of the detector as a function of time slice and of the upstream and transmission

monitor detectors are also available during acquisition. An early version of the general

!,oftware package is :le,scribed in Hjelm and Seeger (199()).



Fig. l. Schematicdiagram of the Low-QDiffractometer (LQD). An accelerator provides a

short pulseof protons whichhigh-energygenerate neutrons by spallation in a heavy

metal target. Neutrons with a broad range of wavelengthsescapingfrom an adjacent

cold moderator are collimated with either single-aperture or multiple-aperture pinhole

geometry. Neutrons scattered from the sample are analyzed for scattering angle by a

position-sensitivedetector, and for wavelengthby measuringthe time of flight, i.e.,the

time between the initial proton pulseand detection of the neutron. Electronics include

hardware for position encoding,time detection, and histogram storage independent of

any computer. The computer isused for control, monitoring, archiving,and real-time

data reduction and display.



2754: C12E6, iamellar
Time Slices 55 to 60, 5078.2 to 5585.3 us
0 1 2 3 6 9 13 18 23 29 36

Fig. 2. Real-time display of intensity vs. detector position, for a sample of C1.,E,. (n-

dodecyihexaoxyethylene glycol monoether) ina lameilav phase. Six time slices are

summed' resulting in a 10% wavelength spread at a waveleng!h of 1._5__. Data

collection time was 1 hour, and the maximum count per pixel is 36. To obtain full

.statistics, ali time slices are summed after conversion to Q bins. Preferrred alignment

is evident in this sample.
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Data reduction for "FOF requires rebinning of the X-Y position histogram for e_J,:h

time slice (,,vavelength) into vector (or radially averaged) Q-space in a manner which ullo,,_._

subsequent combining of the ,.ime slices (Seeger and Pynn 1986, Hjelm 1088). The "bucket,,'

in fig. 3 represent the cells of the raw-data histogram (shown radially averaged for sinlplicit,, ).

For LQD, the radial scale is linear and the time scale is logarithmic. The rebinning problem is

to transfer the neutrons from the buckets to Q-bins. If the neutrons are poured out, one

bucket may contribute to several bins, lea.ding to unwieldy correlations in the statistical

error.; t We therefore choose to drop the buckets into the bins below their centers: this

maintains Poisson statistics of the histogram, but results in the variance of Q in the resulting

bins being greater than would be computed from the bin width alone. To mitigate the eg'!ect

of the rebinning on the resolution, we encode the detector into X-Y bins which are much

smaller than the geometric resolution of the instrument. Problems still arise when the buckets

are considerably wider than the bins they drop into; inclusion of such data may compromise Q

resolution. As discussed fully in Hjelm (1988), the minimum time slice to be included is a

function of the width of the Q-bin; a fixed bin width (linear Q-scale) thus corresponds in fir_,t

order to a p_trticular minimum t. When a logarithmic Q-scale is used, this is equivalent

(because of the reciprocal reiationship between time and radius in determining Q) to a fixed

minimum radius on tile detector. We therefore use a logarithmic scale (AQ/Q - I).167) for

the Q-regime below Q = 0.006 ,_-I which is limited by a minimum inner radius, and a linear

scale (_Q = 0.001 _-t) in the range up to Q = 0.04 z_-l where long wavelength-neutrons

contribute maximum information. To improve statistics at higher Q, the scale then I}ecomes

logarith.,'r.ic again (6Q/Q = 0.025). Thus, the resolution criterion is that data from the inner

portion of the detector should not be used in the high-Q regime and early time slices (short

,.,,,avelengths) should not be included at low Q (Seeger and Pynn 1986). The parameters of the

Q-scale, and the criterion of bucket widths to be retained, may be adjusted during data

reduction, in fig. 3, the buckets in the lower-left corner can be seen to be wider than the Q-

bins below them and would be deleted.



log t :

, i

Fig. 3. Mapping of "buckets" in R-log(t) space into Q-bins. Neutrons from many time slices

(w_;_velengths)detected at appropriate detector positions (scattering angles) contribute

information to any value of Q. The buckets are defined during data acquisition, but

intensity/resolution tradeoffs are made after the experiment by definition of the Q

bins and setting criteria for how much data to include from shorter wavelengths and/or

smaller radii. See text for further details.
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An,, c'(_rrectit_nswhich are functi(_n,, (if time or of detector position mu,,t !_einlttle

before the data are rebinned. To fir,,t order, this nleans dividing each histogram eler_lent I_,

the transmitted netitron ';l)ectrum factor 4,(r t) and by the detector solid angle t..,(Rj), _,.hcre

indices i and i refer re_pectively to the specific time slice and pixel (or anntllar z(_ne,if

radiall_ averaged). The transmitted ,,pectrum, 1,(t i ), i.,,the ntimber of c(_untable netitr(_n,, l_er

time ',lice, and is either measured in the main detector and normalized to the ,,ame total

incident flux as the scattering measurement, or else it is measured simultaneously v, ith the

,;cattering in the downstream transmission monitor and then corrected for the ratio of

efficiencie,, of the detector and the monitor (Seeger et al. 19Q()).Second order correcti¢_n,,t_

the solid angle include detector nonlinearity and nonuniform efficiency, and small

trigonometric corrections. If there is a significant blocked-beam signal, which is frequently

true at spallation sources, it should in principle also be subtrac',ed at this step: however in

many casesthe subsequent subtraction of a blank will correct adequately for the blocked-

beam component. The absolute scattering probability in bucket (i...i) per unit solid angle i.,

dP.. N._

_.2.A. = 1-1 , , (2)

,shere N.. is the number of neutrons in the bucket. Suppose this (i. j)-bucket fall,, intn
1.]

bin k, w.hich may represent a specific vector q or radially averaged e. In principle ali
i

buckets contributing to this bin give the same dP/df? and hence can be averaged. In order t(_

retain the information content of each bucket, we weight them according to the relative

number of neutrons which should have been detected, ¢(t )n(R ). Theni j

_-' N..
dP(Qk ) /_.. t 3

= , (_;

alS? _" ) f_(R )L j

,,,,here the ,,ummations are over ali ! i, j } ,._hich generate qk' and ali relevant c(irrecti(_n,, _rc

inade before ,,umming. This form of the average account,, properly for empty bucket,,. _t_l(t
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propagation of statistical errors is straightforward. To convert this absolute scattering

probability to the more customary macroscopic differential cross section per unit volume

dE/dfl in units of cm -l, divide by the sample thickness in cre.

In most instances the scattering of interest is obtained by subtraction of dP/d_ for a

blank (e.g., an empty cell, or a buffer solution). Great care is required at this step because

background (blocked-beam) contributions have not been explicitly removed from tile counts

N.. in eq. (3). If the scattering signal is large, or if the transmissions of the signal and the13

blank are alike, then the blocked-beam contribution will cancel. If however the scattered

signal is very small or the transmissions are significantly different, then a correction term is

required. The background can be measured by using a fairly thin (0.8-mm) Cd absorber

which allows the high-energy component of the beam to pass but completely absorbs those

neutrons which have wavelengths belonging to the recorded TOF slices. Thus any observed

counts represent neutrons which have been moderated in the shielding or other parts of the

instrument after passing the sample position and are detected at later times. This is a major

source of sample-independent background at LOD. TO simplify propagation of statistical

errors, the Cd-blocked beam signal is treated as a correction term, found by normalizing the

Cd measurement to a pseudotransmission which is the harmonic difference of the two

measured transmitted fluxes: l_/_,Cd(t) = 1/_,(t) - t/Ob(l:). Using the notation (s)/(T)

to represent the ratio of normalized sums in eq. (3), (B)/(Br) for the corresponding blank,

and (Cd) for the Cd data, ali normalized to the same amount of incident beam, the corrected

scattering probability is

dP (S) (B) [i i ]d--_ = (T---_- (BT-----_- (r) (BT) (Cd) (4)

V. Sample Data Reduction

As an example of normalization and rebinning, we use radially averaged data from

Vycor glass sample PT-5, prepared by P. Thiyagarajan of IPNS for use at SAD and as a



secc_ndar_,,,t_n_lardfor intercalibrati_n _f vari_Ll.,,facilities. Ordinarily a user _tlld n,_l I_,_.,

to nee an.,,{_I"the intermediate step_,but these plots are often u.,,el'ellf_r diagn_,,tics.

Thi,, sample ha.sa pore-pore correlation di.stanceof about 3 I() ,_, leading to a hr_a_l

peak atO =().()2_-I In the wavelength range recorded the peak forms an arc in the

R-l_g(t) pl_t cff fig. 4a extending from the edge of the beamstop at early time ,,lice,, lo the

outer edge _f the detector at late times. This allows calibration _-)fthe non-linearity {)f the

po,,ition encoding in the detector. Figure 5 shows the measured ¢,(t)' the data have been

corrected for rate-dependent dead time in the detector (15c,_ at the peak), and the last 25 time

slices have been fitted by an exponential tail because the statistic.,, on any one slice are I_,.

The data are normalized by the attenuation factor of the transmission mask u,,ed and b,, lhc

ratio of integrated proton currents, to give the total detectable number of neutrons which

passed through the sample; note that detector efficiency cancels between the numerators and

denominators of eqs. (2)-(3). Figure 6 shows the solid angle in each of the radial z(_ne,,; _)pen

circles are uncorrected and filled circles are corrected for detector non-linearity, which i,,

severe at the outer edge. Applying eq. (2) to fig. 4a produces fig. 4b, still in R-log(t) ,,pace,

and conversion to Q gives fig. 4c. lt is clear that resolution broadens the peak and reduces it,,

height in early time slices. Also, in the lower-left region where the radial bucket widths are

considerably broader than the Q-bins, there are many bins which receive no buckets at all.

The black line on fig. 4c indicates the approximate boundary at which bucket width equal,, bin

width; only data above and right of this line are retained in computing the average dP/d,Q

from eq. (3). Ali contours (color boundaries) should be vertical lines on this plot; the

apparent residual errors of normalization or linearity also affect resolution in Q.

Thin _,ample is such a strong scatterer that the Cd-blocked beam correction is

negligible. Averaging by eq. (3), subtracting a similarly treated empty-cell data yet, and

dividing by the sample thickness of 1).15Qcm gives the open circles in fig. 7, which also

includes data from the same sample taken at the l()-m (=) and 5-m (,) detector p_>siti_n,,,,ii

the D-II instrument at the Institute [,aue-Langevin (ILL). From this figure we judge the
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Fig. 4. Radially av_aged data from Vycor sample PT-5. a) Raw data _,._'.detector radiu_ _lHd

time slice. Colors represent IJgarithm of intensity, b) Normalized by number of

neutrons per time slice and by solid-angle per radial zone. Colors on a square-ro_t
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slices have been smoothed. Dips at 90(10/as and 13000/,ts are due to aluminum Bragg

edges from the moderator can and detector window; earlier-time dips are from the

single-crystal MgO filter used to remove shorter-wavelength neutrons from the beam
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Also shown are data from the same sample taken at the lO-m (•) and 5-m (,) detector

positions on the D-II. 1 instrument at the [nstitute Laue-Langevin. From the quality of

the data we judge the resolution to be equivalent to the 5-m position at D-1 l. Pulsed-

source instruments are advantageous when a large dynamic range of Q is required,

since the entire range is collected with a single instrument setting.
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resolution to he etlk_ivalent to the 5-ni ix)``ition at D-I1, ,,vllel, data are retltlced ,,_,ilhthe

parameters above. By moving the line in fig. 4c, or by nlaking the Q-bins larger c_r,,qIlaller.

one can trade intensity for resolution. The data acquisition time for this experirnent aiid it,,

transmission was3() minutes at a proton beam current of NiiuA. To achieve the same

._tatistics (l).4._%)in anequat width Q-hit1 (()i()()1_-I) at a ,,ingle value of O (().()3() ;_-l) at

D'll would take 9 minutes at the .'q-m lX)sition. Thus it takes more that1 ._ tinles _.l` Ìctng tl_ o.t',.t

a data set at LQD, but the log(Q)-range obtained is nearly 4 times as wide. [nthi_exltml_le,

the extended range allows determination of the power-law slope above Q = (}.()45,-I

\Vhen a constant incoherent contribution of 0,14 cm -I is subtracted, the slope of

-3.360 4-_().()06 extends to the highest values of Q measured.

Our general conclusion is that while present reactor sources are superior for

measurements at very low Q or over a narrow range of Q, the current generation of small-

angle instruments on pulsed spallation sources is competitive at moderate Q and nla_,,be

faster when a wide range of Q is required.

VI. Examples from Various Disciplines

In keeping with the scientific diversity of science represented in these proceedings.

examples have been selected to represent the general fields of biology, synthetic polymer,,,

colloids, and materials science.
t

A. Distance between antigen binding sites of immunoglobulin lgGl

The primary immune response involves antibodies recognizing and binding to a

foreign substance (antigen), thus targeting it for destruction. Since antigenic substances

present an almost infinite variety of surface structures, the existing population of atltibotlie,,

must he sufficiently varied so that there will always he some fraction with an intrinsic affinit,_

for any particular antigen. [n addition, antibodies must function in a variety of environment,,.

e.g. in serum, tissue, and mucus membranes. Different structural classes of antibodie,, tla_C



t

ev_)lved to acconlodate the'.,erequirenient,_. Tile 'nlo._t¢Oll1111Ollantibody class is

lmrnunoglobulin O (lgG), which is a 150-kD synlmetrlcal Y- or T- ._hapedinolecule _,ittl t_,_

idemical antigen-binding ,,ites approximately 1()()/_apart at the ends of the two arms, Fhere

are a number of subclassesof IgG, with primary structural differences occurring in the hinge

region between the arms and the stem. Flexibility of the arms is postulated to be linked _ittl

differences in tile ability to elicit an immune response. Knowing the details of these

structures and how !hey relate to targeting ability of the different subclasses is fundame_ltal t_)

understanding the function of the antibodies. Information about the complete structure _t"

native lgG is lacking. Small-angle X-ray and neutron solution scattering have been

performed on subclasses of lgG (Cser, Franek, Glakkikh, Kunchencko, and Ostanevich 19_1),

but unique structures could not be determined due to inherent problems of spherical

averaging. Even fundamental quantities such as distances between antigen binding sites and

the angle between the arms of the molecule are not known unequivocally.

As a class, biological experiments in solutions approaching physiological conditi_)ns are

difficult because concentrations are low, the molecules are large, incoherent scattering from

hydrogen is significant, and the contrast between different parts of the molecule (or

macromolecular assembly) is low. On the other hand, the powerful tool of contrast matching

using specific deuteration and appropriate solvent D20/H20 ratios can be used to enhance

the signal from a particular component of the system. In this example, deuteratect antigen

molecules were complexed with three subclasses of proteated monoclonal lgG (identical at

the atomic level) in order to determine the structural differences between the subclasses.

(Sosnick, Benjamin, Novotny, Seeger, and Trewhella 1901).

Data are shown in fig. 8 for IgG 1 complexed with fully deuterated nuclease, a small

(17-kD) globular protein; deuteration was achieved using a bacterial expres:;ion system. Tile

solution was 41% D,,O to match the average scattering-length density of the antibody. The

scattering pattern thus represents the shape, the mean separation, and the distribution of

separations of the two antigens bound to each antibody. Data were analyzed by adjusting
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Fig. 8, Deuterated :4.ntigen complexed with contrast-matched antibody. The data have been

reduced using broader than usual Q bins to improve statistics. The line is a four-

parameter model fit, which gives the radius of each of the two bound antigen

molecules on each antibody, the distance between them, "flexibility" as represented by

the polydispersity of the distance, and an overall scale factor. The average distance

and flexibility were studied for several classes of antibodies.



four model parameters to minimize the sum of residuals in data space; the model assumes the

antigen molecules are spherical with radius R, with a mean separation D, and with a Gaussian
,,

distribution of separation distances representing flexibility. The four'th parameter is an

overall scale factor. The line in fig. 8 is the resulting fit: R = 22.89__(I.15_, D = 104___6,X,,

arid (s = 33__.4*. The reduced xz is 1.18 (for 40 degrees of freedom). The average distance

and the flexibility are different for the three subclasses studied; these differences may no,,,,,be

compared to the differences in targeting and stimulating the immune system.

B. Critical phenomena in polymers

Presently there is considerable interest in the behavior of binary polymer mixtures as

: temperature is changed toward the critical temperature for phase separation, T s, at the

critical composition. At temperatures far from T s mean-field behavior is expected, Whereas

close to T s, Ising-like behavior should occur. SANS on samples with one component

deuterated can be used to study the crossover in the critical behavior. In this study (Bates,

Rosedale, Stepanek, Lodge, Wiltzius, Frederickson, and ttjelm 1990) a binary mixture of low-

molecular-weight flexible polymers was used, consisting of proteated polyisoprene (Pl.) and

partially deuterated poly(ethylene'propylene) (PEP), with Npl = 29 and NpEP = 73

momomers per unit. Cloud-point measurements determined the coexistence curve,

establishing the critical composition at SPEP = 0.61 and Ts _ 38 C. A dimensionless

reduced temperature e is related to the experimental temperature T through the Flory-

Huggins interaction parameter of the components, x: e - (x(T)-xs)/x s, where xs is the

value at Ts. The results allow an evaluation of the Ginzberg criterion that the reduced

temperature _ at which the crossover between the two types of behavior occurs should beX

approximately I/v'(NIN2). Although mean-field and Ising-like behavior near the critical

point have been documented for binary polymer mixtures (Schwahn, Mortensen, and Yee-

Madeira 1987), the Ginzburg criterion has not.
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Static critical concentration susceptibility, _, and correlation lengths, _, were studied

by small-angle neutron scattering using LQD. In the single phase region near the critical

point the scattering intensity I(Q) can be expanded at small momentum transfer in an

Ornstein-Zernike relationship, I(Q)= I(0)/(1-Q2_2), and _ o_ I(0). Both _ and _ diverge

at small values of _, respectively as _-'v and t:'u. For mean-field behavior "r = 1.0 and

u = 0.50, whereas for Ising-like behavior the expectations are "r = 1.26 and v = 0.63. Thus

the change in the dependence of I(0) and _ on e is usedto determine the crossover.

Representative Ornstein-Zernicke plots and the r_'esultant 1/I(0) vs. 1/T plot are shown

in fig. 9. These static measurements for I(0) (and similarly for _) yielded a crossover point at

about 70 C or _ = 0.11 which is different by a factor of 40 from that predicted by theX

criterion above, which assumed N1 = N2. For asymmetric mixtures, the appropriate

Ginzburg criterion is

_oI + (l-_oI)
e - Cv2 ( 5)

o + RIN 1 _°1 + R2N 2 (l-_°I)

Here R. is the radius of gyration of polymer i (assuming a Gaussian coil), and v is the1 m

monomer volume. Eq. (5) includes effects both for N 1 ,, N2 and R l ,, R 2. With C =

0.29+_0.08 (derived from measured radii of gyration, N and ex), this expression for e×agrees

with the experimental value to within the experimental uncertainty. This is the first

verification of the Ginzburg criterion for low-molecular-weight, flexible polymers.

C. Ternary surfactant liquid crystals

Cubic liquid crystalline phases formed by amphiphiles in the presence of wa_er have

been known for some time and extensively studied. More recently, similar phases in ternary

surfactant systems havebeen studied. These consist of bicontinuous periodic labyrinths of

water and oil having cubic symmetry. In recent work conducted on LQD and D-17 (at ILl.)

and also using small-angle X-ray scattering (Radiman, Toprakcioglu, Dai, Faruqi, Hjelm, anti
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Fig. 9. Inverse susceptibility _,,s.inverse temperature for low-molecular-weight polymer blend

of polyisopreneand poly(ethylene-propylene). Ornstein-Zernicke plots of typical

data are shown in the inset. Crossover from mean-field to Ising-like behavior is

evidenced by deviation from linearity. Figure taken from Bates et al. (1990).



de Vallera 1990), the cubic phases of a ternary mixture of D20, didodecyldimethylammoniurn

bromide (DDAB) and octane where studied. Samples containing a constam ratio of DDAB

anti octane where diluted from (P(D20) about 0,38 to 0.65, thus sampling most of the cubic

phase region of the system. A symmetry transition from a diamond-D structure to bcc was

observed in SAXS data when the aqueous volume fraction reached 0.55.

Because only a small fraction of the neutrons within one time slice satisfy the Bragg

condition for a specific lattice point in reciprocal space, powder-pattern intensities must ')e

corrected by a L,orentz factor which is the ratio of the "dwell time" of the collapsing Ewaid

sphere to the width of the time slice. In general, the velocity of the surface is a function of

wavelength and angle. The radius of the sphere is 1/,x, which by eq. (1) is proportional to 1/¢.

Thus the rate of collapse is proportional to 1/,x2. Since the origin of reciprocal space is also

on the Ewald sphere, the whole sphere is translating toward the origin with the same speed as

the collapse. Thus every point on the Ewald sphere is moving toward the origin with a

velocity proportional to (sin e)/,x 2, and the relative dwell time is ,x/Q. Since the time slices

are logarithmic, i.e. also proportional to ,x, the correction term is only a factor of Q; this is

very fortunate because if there were separate angle- or wavelength-dependent factors they

would have to be applied before rebinning into Q.

Figure 10 shows SANS data from LQD for a typical sample with bcc symmetry,

multiplied by Q to give a relat!)ze intensity scale. Calculations of the reduced area of interface

per unit cell support the notion that the surfactant forms into a bilayer in both symmetries.

However, the SANS data for the bcc structure are not consistent with this conclusion, as the

strengths of the observed diffraction peaks (as seen in fig. 10) are inconsistent with a

theoretical prediction that the (200) reflection should be weaker than the (211) for a bilayer;

thus a monolayer structure is suggested for the bcc structure. This example shows the

importance of comparison of the results of SAXS and SANS in such systems.
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Fig. 10. Low-resolution powder diffraction pattern of ternary surfactant liquid crystal. The

sample is 36.22% DDAB (didodecyldimethylammonium bromide), 56.36% D20, and

7.42% octane. The observed Bragg reflections correspond to bcc symmetry (i.e., the

sums of the indices are even) "with a unit cell dimension of 128 ,&,.The Q-range

represented is 0.25 ,_-1 to 0.04 _-1.
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D. Compressibility of fumed silica powders

Fumed silica ("glass soot") consists of submicron fractal aggregates of random, weakly

branched strings of llJll-_ silica spheres, with a great deal of internal porosity. Mercury

porosimetry and mechanical compressibility measurements yield the empirical relationship

that the pore volume V oc p-l/3, where the pore volume is the total sample volume less thep

incompressible silica volume Vs, and P isthe applied pressure. Thus the compressibility

is found to be inversely proportional to P. A prcliminary reactor neutron scattering study on

compacted fumed silica powders demonstrated that the forward scattering I(0) decreases

with increasing compression. This suggested the possibility that l(i?) ,_ _, which woulti imply

a straightforward statistical interpretation of the pressure-volume relationship, mimicking

systems in thermodynamic equilibrium. If the particles are sufficiently numerous and the

local construction rules well defined, then the macroscopic properties of the powder should

be predictable and interesting (Edwards and Oakeshott 1989). Essentially, ali configurations

consistent with mechanical stability are equally probable, but the measurable properties are

essentially the same for the overwhelming majority of configurations. For example, the

volume of a heap of sand shou',d be predictable. Unfortunately, to extend the thermodynamic

analogy further and develop a pressure-volume equation of state, one must understand the

r61e of energy in the powder system, and derive the proper analogue of the Helmholtz free

energy. The fate of the mechanical energy put into the system during compression has not yet

been identified. A more precise experimental determination of the relationship between

forward scattering intensity and the compressibility should help clarify the process.

Samples of Cab-O-Sil fumed silica (grade EH-5, Cabot Corporation) were prepared in

closed aluminum cells with l-mm thick aluminum windows and 1-mm internal path length.

Densities in the current study ranged from 0.1 g/cm 3 to 1.1 g/cm 3, supplementing the earlier

data at densities down to 0.04 g/cre 3 obtained during the 1989 LANSCE running cycle (Hurd,

Johnson, and Smith 1990). Scattering from an empty cell was subtracted from each data set,

and a small incoherent contribution proportional to the mass of the sample was also
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subtracted. Data over the extended high-O range were fitted by a power law to confirm the

fractal nature of the aggregates; the fractal dimension (6- power-law expoilent) varied very

little with density, and had an average value of 2.5. There is some indication of additional

short-range structure in the scattering curves for densities greater than 0.5 g/cre 3. To obtain

an estimate of zero-angle scattering probability, dP(0)/dQ, the low-O data were fitted with a

two-parameter Debye-Bueche random-coil model by plotting [dP(O)/dQ] -1/2 vs. O2. The

slope of this plot is the square of the correlation length _, which should decrease with

compression. For densities _ 0.1 g/cm 3, good linear fits were obtained in the regime 0_ < 1,

with _ varying from 140 ,,_down to 60 ,,_for the most compressed samples. The fits to lower-

density samples are less satisfactory because the Q-range of LOD does not extend low

enough to guarantee that we actually have data for O_ < 1. Therefore only the data f,rom the

current cycle (Hurd, Johnston, Smith, and Seeger 1991) are included in the analysis.

The resulting dP(0)/dQ, normalized by dividing by sample thickness and density, are

shown in fig. 11 as a function of Vp/V s, where Vs was computed assuming a density of

2.2 g/cm 3 for the silica particles. If I(0) ac _ _ V 3, then the slope irl fig. 11 would bep

approximately 3. The observed power law is however only 1.14, clearly disproving the

hypothesis. This failure does not mean that there is no ergodic analogue for fumed silica

powders, but merely that the large-scale fluctuations which lead to small-angle scattering do

not control the compressibility in the same way as in thermal systems.
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